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in this room. On the walls hanji; a few coloured engravings
old Prussian pin tiros of horsemen —and a port rait: of Emperor
Francis Joseph as a younjr man. ... A room adapted for
reflection, in which could he heard the roaring of (he sea,
1 lore, with the stress of (he day and politics heliiud him,
the Chancellor could listen to the surge of the ocean and
follow the flight1 of the clouds. But this statesman, the
servant of reality, cannot allow himself to wander through
space freely on the wings of fantasy. I le has to be reminded
every day and every hour that there are real things to be dealt
with. The Prince is not suffocated under piles of documents.
There are no dusty files to he detected in this inspiring room.
The table is clear-	there are no papers awaiting his attention.
A few hooks have accompanied the Chancellor into his
present solitude- There lies Anton Menger's New Staatslehre.
This must strengthen the Prince's already avowed intention
to develop the State along the line of justice for the poor and
weak. Then there is the fibilosopbia Militant of Paulscn, and
a pro-rectorial address by the Freiburg scholar Schulese-
Gavcrnitg, entitled 'Marx odcr Kant ? and a book on the future
of Poland, by Gcorg Clcinov, And there are in addition
some other books which I suspect of being the Chancellor's
favourite reading—Goethe and Schopenhauer; also Noack's
Dtutschts Lehen in Row. This has a special appeal for the
present owner of the Villa Malta, which has so long been a
sanctuary of Germans in Rome*
And I see an old manuscript bound in fragrant morocco.
"That," he says, "was a present to my wife from our
Minister in Morocco, Dr. Rosen, who was here a few days
ago. It is the RxbdiyJt of Omar Khayydm. He was one of
the greatest astronomers of the Middle Ages* He lived in the
eleventh century in Tus, East Persia, and our Dr* Rosen, an
eminent Eastern scholar, has translated the poems from the
Persian."
I turned over the pages of the manuscript. The verses
speak of the past, the riddle of the cosmos, learning, wine and
love.
Dr. Rosen's work has much in common with the poets
Ruckert and Bodenstedt There is something fascinating
about this Eastern poetry, expressing as it does the most
subtle art of life and the most profound scepticism.

